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People kept seeing the flashing lights on the Atlantic coast Photographs of
the giant red beams of light flashing across the Atlantic and through the
air south of Ireland have helped pinpoint the source of the lights on Irish
and Scottish shores. People have been reporting the lights to the BBC's

Earth Odyssey website since 17 August. Some thought they had seen the
beams before but others could not explain why they were flashing. They
included a report by a photographer on the Orkney Islands, north of the
Scottish mainland. The red lights were seen on beaches from Portland in
Dorset and in the River Cork in Ireland, but not in the west or far north of

the UK. The BBC's Science editor Alan Duffy told Radio 4's Today
programme that geologists had begun to think that some had expected to
see a quake. Other people thought that they had seen a meteor, a bright

star or bright flame, or even the International Space Station. Early
suggestions included a crashed plane or a helicopter crash - but there

were few witnesses. "There really wasn't a crash at the time people were
reporting it," said Mr Duffy. "At the time - and they were all reported to be

in the area in the early hours - there were some reports of something
strange in the sky at about 0130. "So what looked like a fireball was seen,

which then apparently glowed red as it passed, and people reported
seeing it, and at that point it was thought to have been a meteorite - but

that was quickly discounted." Flaming star Richard Easton, from the
National Space Centre near Leicester, said: "There's a few of us who think

it might be some form 6d1f23a050
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